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Study Abroad program pushes for more students
to go overseas, emphasizes benefits of experience
Grace Ryan
Montana Kaimin

Meghan Nolt for the Montana Kaimin
The inside of the Mezquita de Cordoba, a mosque-cathedral, taken by UM student Meghan Nolt on Monday in Cordoba, Spain. Nolt is studying abroad
for the spring semester in Granada, Spain.
CAMPUS

The University of Montana
Study Abroad program is renewing its efforts to inform and reach
out to students.
Within the past school year, the
Study Abroad program has started a student club, hired marketing
interns and remodeled its website
– all in efforts to increase students’
access to information about the
program.
“Our goal is to have every student be aware of all of these incredible opportunities they have at
the university,” Director of Study
Abroad, Marja Unkuri-Chaudhry
said.
The Study Abroad Student Association began last semester as a
way to connect students who are
interested in studying abroad or
learning about different cultures.
During International Week, the
club taught international dance
lessons, hosted a “tea time” for prospective study abroad students and
had a world map in the University
Center where students could pin
the places they’ve travelled.
In order to raise awareness
See ABROAD, page 3
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Higher One to offer open student forum Law School uses Johnson
Zeno Wicks
Montana Kaimin
Feel like you have recently
been shorted or screwed by Higher One on your student refunds?
Representatives from Higher
One Inc., the financial and banking agency that issues refunds
to UM students, will be in the
Dell Brown Room of Turner Hall
Wednesday for two open forum
sessions at 12:30 and 1:30 p.m.
Randy Hawkins, Higher One’s
director of the West Region, and
Darryl Siefker, a Higher One relationship manager, have flown out
from California to listen to students’ personal experiences with
Higher One in an effort to make
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their system better.
“We are looking to clear up
any misconceptions or answer
any questions that students may
have about the company or the
program or the process involved,”
Siefker said. “It’s really a completely open forum so anything
that students want to bring we are
more than happy to address.”
Hawkins said that the forum
aims to provide students with an
open venue to get their questions
answerd. He said that Higher One
conducts these open forums at
many of the universities that they
supply refunds to based on needs
expressed by that university.
This open forum with Higher One follows several reports by

students to UM Business Services
that they encountered problems
receiving their refund checks or
money. Last month Higher One
was part of an international investigation by the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau that addressed how financial institutions
are handling student bank accounts and financial procedures.
“Higher One and UM Business
Services need to hear about issues
that students are having in receiving their financial aid reimbursements,” Zach Brown, ASUM president, said. “If students want their
money handled differently, and if
they want to be treated differently
as a Higher One customer, then
See HIGHER ONE, page 3

case as learning device
Ashley Nerbovig
Montana Kaimin
A class at the University of
Montana law school is using the
Jordan Johnson trial as a teaching
tool to help students prepare for
their careers.
Andrew King-Ries, a professor of law at UM, is teaching a
class about domestic violence and
the criminal law behind it. The
two-credit class is studying the
historical, legal, cultural, and social aspects of domestic violence,
according to the class description.
Johnson’s trial is serving as an
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example for the class. The former
UM quarterback and current student, is accused of sexual intercourse without consent. The prosecution rested its case Monday
and the defense began its case.
“We’ve been talking about
what happens in the courtroom,”
King-Ries said. “How the jury
might think and respond to some
of the issues.”
Kelly Driscoll, a second-year
law student, said the class discussed potential barriers that
might prevent jurors from relating to the accuser.
See LAW, page 3
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YOUR WORLD THIS WEEK
Butt Out
By Lilian Langston

heard around the

O VA L

DON ANDERSON HALL

“I want to touch you,
but you don’t want to
touch me.”
“Said every pedophile
ever.”

PAR-TV BUILDING

The dangers of secondhand smoke are evident to the general
public, and the ban on smoking in certain areas is quickly developing. The majority of buildings have a 25 feet away rule, a smokefree workspace exists in more than half of the United States and our
campus became tobacco free in the fall of 2011. Now legislation that
would ban smoking in a vehicle when minors are present is being
proposed in 21 states. Arkansas, California, Louisiana, Maine and
Puerto Rico have already enacted the law and the maximum age of
children covered ranges from 13 to 18.
Other states, such as Oregon, Connecticut, Utah, Washington and
Vermont are looking into the idea because of the detrimental effects
secondhand smoke inside a small space imposes on young children.
Although there are many other vehicle safety regulations (seatbelt requirements, prohibiting drinking and driving, cell phone
use, etc.) lawmakers, until recently, have been reluctant to ban
secondhand smoke in cars. Their reasoning is that one’s car, like
their home, is their castle. However, according to a Public Health
Law Center 2010 policy brief, studies have confirmed that secondhand smoke in vehicles is substantially more dangerous than in
the home — 27 times more dangerous actually. The high pollution levels pose potentially serious health risks for nonsmokers,
regardless of age.
Americans for Nonsmokers’ Rights openly admits that enacting a law is not going to ensure that people will not smoke in their
vehicle. But they still encourage any smoke-free car campaign to
heavily emphasize the heath risks that come along with a smokefilled car.
If the health risks don’t convince parents to ease up on the
smoking, the fines might. They range from $25 to $250 for the
first offense, and officers are permitted to pull someone over if
they see a cigarette, pipe or cigar near the driver’s mouth.
So can a law like this actually be strictly implemented? Parents
who smoke with their young child in the back and the windows
rolled up are no doubt being negligent. Considering them as criminals, however, is where things get complicated. This type of law
interferes with personal freedoms and can be hard to enact, which
may be why many states have not joined the cause.
Morality and ethics are big players in the issue. The government has an obligation to keep children in safe and healthy environments, and since secondhand smoke is filled with a Class A
carcinogen, it can cause serious health problems for nonsmokers.
Additionally, children are not free to leave a car that is filling with
hazardous smoke, and many may be toddlers and infants who are
unable to say that the smoke is bothering them.
My hope is that Montana will soon create a version of the ban,
since the health of children is being compromised, and not by their
own control. It may seem like lawmakers are restricting personal
freedoms, but parents should realize the risks and wait to light up.
lilian.langston@umontana.edu

The Montana Kaimin, in its 115th
year, is published by the students of
the University of Montana, Missoula.
The UM School of Journalism uses
the Montana Kaimin for practice
courses but assumes no control
over policy or content.
The Montana Kaimin is printed on
campus by Printing and Graphics.
Send letters to the editor to
editor@montanakaimin.com.
Editorials are discussed and written
by Kaimin editors.

FINE ARTS

“I definitely was one of
those guys that accidentally published his name
on UM confessions.”

“At first I didn’t believe the strippers,
but I had them laughing by the end.”

GRIZ CENTRAL

“If a joke has midget
porn in it, I’ll probably laugh”
ARTS + CULTURE COLUMN

U

gh. For being such
an eco-friendly town,
we must go through
enough tissues every February to leave the Bitterroot
bare of trees forever. You’re
sick too, right? If not, consider yourself the minority, you
un-sick freak. But this sore
throat/sniffles/sleepiness is
out to get you, so wash your
hands. Seriously, start washing your hands, dudes, because from what I see at the
sink (or rather, don’t see), no
one should ever shake hands
with anyone on this campus
again. But don’t get a lifetime
subscription to Handi Wipes
just yet, Healthy Hannah,
help is here.
Great people in this town
make good money off of your
temporary ailments. Some
call these medicine men and
women “hippies,” but that’s a
loose term. You can’t find and
measure all those wild herbs
or extract essential oils when
you’re walking on a different
plane of existence, man. So
let’s leave the slang in the sixties. What we’re dealing with
here is better than New Age;
it’s naturopathy, dude.

KEEP MISSOULA WEIRD
Give us your sick, your poor
By Brooks Johnson, A+C editor
Now I’m not going to
preach to you about the benefits of abstaining from alcohol (haven’t found any in my
days) or the life-prolonging
qualities of Yoga (not actually
that good for you), but I will
tell you that Echinacea tea
works way better than Robitussin (unless you’re looking
for a robo-trip). Seriously, why
take blood-thinning bullshit
when the good folks of Missoula can do you one better?
Meadowsweet Herbs on third
or Butterfly on Higgins you
should be familiar with, but
I’ve snapped a cold with a
friend’s family-recipe cuppa
awesome named, actually,
Cold Snap. Now, you might
feel vulnerable and sensitive
when you’re sick, but if you
put fresh dandelions in your
tea, no one will make fun of
you. Quite the opposite: You’ll
be standing tall while the
pharmaceutical
companies
get paid for more ad space on

your friends’ bedside tables.
You did better! Even if you felt
a little weird at first.
But say you don’t like tea,
and you’re still sick and anti-corporate or whatever: Well
you can’t go wrong with some
hot water boiled up in a pot
you bought from a ceramics student with some local
honey mixed in. Little lemon
juice, too, and you just mixed
up a (virgin) hot toddy, the
master of any seasonal sickness. Take that basic formula
and start experimenting with
herbs. Where else in Montana
could I tell you what shelf the
valerian root is on and which
green tea variety goes well
with it. Uff da, don’t get me
started about licorice root…
Anyway, get out of the medicine cabinet do better feeling better, sickos. Next week
we tackle vegan smokers and
stoners on the Dean’s list. Stay
weird, y’all.
brooks.johnson@umontana.edu
@readbrooks

got news for you. Please send any news tips, ideas
GOT NEWS? We’ve
and press releases to EDITOR@MONTANAKAIMIN.COM.
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ABROAD
From page 1
about the club SASA posted fliers
around campus and presented at
freshman orientation events.
This year, the club only received
$21 in funding. In the future, SASA
President Melissa Myers is hopeful
the club will receive more money,
which they will use to increase advertising and host bigger events.

LAW
From page 1
“This is really a 21st century trial — with Facebook and texting,”
Driscoll said.
A barrier might arise because of
the aspects of the case that aren’t evidence, but need to be explained to
the jury, King-Ries said.
“There is an experiential gap
if you don’t text — it doesn’t make
sense,” King-Ries said referring to
a text Johnson’s accuser sent to her
roommate after the alleged incident
that said “OMG I think I just got
raped.”
When King-Ries led this discussion in his class, the students were

NEWS
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“It would be nice to just have
some more wiggle room with money,” Myers said.
This
semester,
Unkuri-Chaudhry hired Myers and fellow UM student Elizabeth Kruse
as marketing interns for the Study
Abroad Office. The interns work on
projects and will help manage the
Study Abroad Facebook page, Twitter and blog.
According to Kruse, the interns

are working on putting profiles
online of all 20 countries where students can study abroad. Their goal
is to make the profiles as interactive
as possible.
The interns also started monitoring the new International Program website with Google analytics
and will continue improving the
site to make it more user friendly.
The Study Abroad program also
informs students with the help of

volunteer Student Ambassadors.
According to Unkuri-Chaudhry,
the ambassador program began as
a mentoring program for students
who were interested in studying
abroad.
“We’re a voice students can relate to a little better than faculty or
program directors,” student ambassador and Vice President of SASA
Megan Petersen said.
Student ambassadors present

at classes, run tables at the UC and
work as liaisons between the Study
Abroad office and other departments. They also present at local elementary and high schools to raise
awareness.
The International Program hosts
study abroad information sessions
every Tuesday and Thursday at
4pm and every Wednesday at
12:10pm in the International Center
in room 113.

able to bring up several good reasons why the woman might have
sent a text to her roommate rather
than talking to him, including safety and the difficulty of talking to her
roommate face-to-face, he said.
The texts being read in court
come directly from the accuser’s cell
phone, which the law students have
examined.
“Its pretty invasive,” Driscoll
said. “Every single text and Facebook message is read and examined.”
Third-year law student Fallon
Stanton has attended the trial on
several days and said the texts and
Facebook messages have fueled a
lot of the negative attention on the

accuser.
“They have their entire life critiqued,” Stanton said. “Actions that
might have contributed to rape. It’s
the reason a lot of rapes go un-reported.”
Stanton said assumptions could
affect a jury’s decisions.
“Some students talked about
the impression [the accuser] left,”
Stanton said. “She seemed calm,
put together. With this idea of rape
victims: Shouldn’t they be crying all
the time?”
The class will continue to follow
the trial and discuss more of the
strategy related to how both the
prosecution and defense are building their cases, and how witnesses

might appear to the jury. Stanton
said Johnson’s testimony would
probably be the next disscussion.
“We’ll talk about whether it
would be better to have a male
cross-examining him, or a woman,” Stanton said. “The way he has
been portrayed by his roommates,
he seems like a honorable guy who
would never do this to a woman, so
it’ll be interesting to see.”
Driscoll said she’s glad to be able
to see the trial in real time.
“We can sit in the classroom
and read the rule in practice all day
long,” Driscoll said. “But this is beneficial in a way the traditional classroom can’t offer.”

HIGHER ONE
From page 1

ashley.nerbovig@umontana.edu

grace.ryan@umontana.edu

they should come voice their concerns. And if they love High One,
then they can come tell them that.”
Higher One Inc. will be providing students at the University
of Montana with student refunds
through 2015 when its contract with
the University is up for renewal.
“What we are looking to do is
address how we can make [Higher
One] work the best for this campus
and we want to hear from administrators and students,” Hawkins
said. “We want as many people to
show up as possible.”
zeno.wicks@umontana.edu
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EROTICA

HUNKS The Show brings Vegas and Vice
All-male review gets steamy at The Broadway

Christopher Allen
Montana Kaimin
Mounted TV screens lining the walls of The Broadway
Sports Bar and Grill — normally reserved for NFL games and
ESPN updates — flashed with
a much more provocative kind
of action over the weekend. Just
ask the two women escorted
out by The Broadway security.
HUNKS The Show, a Las
Vegas-style male review spectacle, came to entertain a
Missoula crowd on Saturday
night. Based on the unrelenting screams and the wads of
cash thrown out on the dance
floor, the audience wasn’t disappointed. In a whirlwind of
costume changes, dance moves
and banana hammocks, five
performers put on a clinic of
erotic entertainment and salesmanship for a sold-out crowd
of over 250 people — most of
them women — who sometimes had difficulty keeping
their hands to themselves.
Most of the crowd, dressed
in their hottest outfits, buzzed
with excitement before the
show. While waiting in line, a
small group of friends talked
eagerly, laughing and fishing
out tickets from purses. One
woman, with wide eyes and a
huge smile turned to a friend

and said, “This is going to be
amazing,” as she clutched her
brightly colored ticket.
Patrons queued up for
drinks at the bar, while a few
well-dressed men with hair
gelled into spikes and sparkles
encrusted onto their ears alternated between flirting with a
the crowd, selling last-minute
tickets for VIP seats and making final preparations. One
performer walked around with
mischievous grin, languorously licking a Jell-O shot as
he strode confidently through
a sea of female stares. Small
groups of women with drinks
in hand danced while they
waited, bathed in a dark red
glow. The excitement and the
club music were both cranked.
Finally the music hit a crescendo and five men wearing a mix of sleeveless denim
jackets, Ed Hardy hoodies and
fingerless gloves slowly strode
out to the dance floor and up
onto the stage. They executed a
choreographed dance number,
while the overhead lighting
emphasized much more than
their sexually suggestive dance
moves.
With a voice like an announcer at the sexiest monster
truck rally ever, a cast member
introduced himself and the
See HUNKS, page 8

Hunter D’Antuono/Montana Kaimin
Pamela Coursum makes her deposit with entertainer Chandler Sterling during “HUNKS The Show” at the Broadway Sports Bar, Grill and Casino Saturday night. She was one of over 250 excited women who bought tickets to
the sold-out event.
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5
Conscientious
Biking Tips

Riley Pavelich
Montana Kaimin
Nothing says, “I’m home”
like zipping by the river at
night on my bike across the
lamppost-illuminated
path.
Missoula is a biker’s utopia. It’s
flat and scenic, and there’s
great air quality. Drivers are
generally friendly and realize
the right-of-way hierarchy goes
two legs, two wheels and then
four wheels. That means drivers are last! But we all have to
contribute to that beautiful
symbiotic relationship. Here
are some tips that should keep
everything running smoothly.

riley.pavelich@umconnect.umt.edu
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SHOOT THE GAP. When you try to cross a busy
street like Orange or Higgins, there won’t always be
a clear break in traffic. Do yourself and the drivers
a favor by busting between cars. There are usually
several seconds between vehicles, and an athletic
biker knows he needs to capitalize on these breaks,
especially when rushing to class. Just don’t get hit.

UM Theatre and
Dance get original

GIVE FAIR WARNING. A little “On your left”
goes a long way when dealing with pedestrians. Sometimes walkers and runners get in the
zone and forget they share the bike path with the
(ahem) bikers. Avoid my awkward early morning
pedestrian encounter: I said, “On your left,” and
he bobbed right, then left. I swerved and rammed
my bike between his legs. Fair warning, dude.

STAY LIT. This is one of those, “Do as I say, not
as I do” pieces of advice. I know bike lights are
critical for safety, but I’m also cheap. The Missoula
police started an initiative to pass out headlamps
to bikers. I keep waiting to get pulled over for a free
lamp, but I must be too stealthy to attract notice.
This wonderful idea seems like a double-edged
sword in a town of broke college kids.
GIVE A HAND. Of all the cities I’ve biked in, Missoula has the most courteous drivers. It’s not unusual for a car to come skidding to an abrupt stop
at an intersection to let me pass. Most drivers observe the biker right away. We are spoiled! Give a
motorist a little acknowledgement, and let them
know we appreciate their patience. Or, for the motorist who blows right past you, put a bird on it!

RIDE HOME SAFE. People riding bikes are much
more safety-conscious than motorists. Maybe it’s
something to do with the fact that we’re gambling
with our soft, delicate bodies and not a steel frame.
Thus, you can feel good about letting your wasted
friends ride home. Biking drunk is a great time to
work on tricks such as riding with no handlebars,
bunny jumps or avoiding DUIs. Go figure.

Sam Wilson/Montana Kaimin
Leah Holmes, left, Nick Pavelich, Steve Hodgson, HanaSara Ito and Kelly
Bouma in “Jumping in Fire.”

Eben Wragge-Keller
Montana Kaimin
Take a centuries-old story and a
small amount of time to figure out
how to tell it — now translate it to
English and drill a hole through the
center of the earth to bring it from
China to Montana.
This is how the University of
Montana student theater season
started at the Masquer Theatre with
“Jumping into Fire” on Tuesday
night. It was also the first non-musical collaboration of the dance and
theatre departments on campus
— a winning combo, as Tuesday’s
opening night performance was
sold out.
The play is an adaptation of the
old Chinese folktale, “The Great
Bell.” But this version is very much
a UM production, having no original play to source. “Jumping into

Fire” was conceived, written and
devised over a two-week course
during winter session.
It is the story of the opening of
a forbidden Chinese city, and the
casting of a bell composed of gold,
silver, and bronze as a bid for marriage. However, casting a bell composed of three metals proves more
difficult than expected.
The bell symbolizes strength in
unity, and personal sacrifice for the
greater good. Jessica Goldade, the
production’s stage manager, finds a
certain ring to that metaphor.
“To my knowledge it’s the first
devised piece the University of
Montana has done, and we’re also
working with the dance department,” Goldade said. “So it’s the
theatre and dance department
working together on a show that
isn’t a musical. It’s a lot of dance and
bodywork influence.”
Leading lady Kelly Bouma is
in the masters program at UM
and has been in more shows than
she can count, performing in New
York, Chicago and completing her
undergrad at Syracuse. But even
she acknowledges how unique this
performance will be.
“It’s such a special show to be a
part of. I feel like we all had good
energy and we all got along, and
everything just worked the past
five weeks that we’ve been working
on this,” Bouma said. “When people tell this story to their kids, even
today, it’s a story of sacrificing yourself for the greater good.”
eben.wragge-keller@umontana.edu

Showtimes
Tues, Feb. 26-Sat.,
March 2 & Tue., March
5-Sat., March 9
@ the Masquer
Theatre, Par/TV Building
7:30 p.m.
$16/$14
Students+Seniors/
$10 Children
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Minnesota takes down No. 1 Indiana 10 things from this
Associated Press
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) —
Who’s the best athlete? The best
quarterback? How about the
emergence of the read-option
and whether it will impact this
year’s NFL draft and free agency? A rundown of 10 story lines,
none of them related to Manti
Te’o, from the NFL combine:
1. WHO’S NO. 1? Expect another shake-up atop the draft
board after this weekend’s craziness. Defensive tackle Star Lotulelei went home after being
diagnosed with a heart condition, cornerback Dee Milliner is
preparing for shoulder surgery
and offensive tackle Eric Fisher
appears to be closing the gap on
Luke Joeckel, the presumptive
No. 1 pick (hello, Kansas City?).
Some analysts are moving guard
Chance Warmack and defensive
tackle Sharrif Floyd into the top
five.
2. MEDICAL EXAMS: Nothing is more important at the combine than passing a physical,
and nothing can hurt a draft
prospect›s stock faster than a bad
exam. Just ask Lotulelei, who has
generally been ranked in the top
three since the college season
ended. After doctors diagnosed
the Utah star with a heart condition, he was sent home to see
a specialist. Before he even left
town, some teams were already
saying he›d be off their draft
board if he couldn›t get cleared.
3. GOING DEEP. Teams looking for an Andrew Luck or a
Robert Griffin III or even a Jake
Long will be hard pressed to find
a franchise anchor at the top of
the 2013 draft. That means the
big winners will be the teams

looking to fill in around Luck,
Griffin or Cam Newton because
this year’s talent pool runs deep.
And teams may find more value
in dealing for Alex Smith or Matt
Flynn than drafting Geno Smith
or Matt Barkley, and those rumors are already flying.
4. HOLD THE LINE. Coaches and general managers often talk about building teams
around the line of scrimmage.
This year, they can show they
mean it. Of the 333 players who
attended this week’s combine,
112 (33.6 percent) were either
offensive or defensive linemen.
Fans might want to start learning names like Corey Lemonier
(Auburn DE) and Eric Herman
(Ohio State OL).
5. CHECK IT OUT. This
year’s rookie class will keep
the NFL’s background checkers
busy through draft weekend.
There are plenty of concerns
that need to be sorted out, from
drug use and alcohol abuse to
academic woes and criminal
allegations. Teams want some
sort of certainty that they›re not
going to be risking too much by
using a high pick on a talented
player such as Alec Ogletree
(DUI arrest on Feb. 16) and then
having to contend with more
problems.
6. BELIEVE YOUR EYES. Fans
become enamored with things
like times in the 40-yard dash and
the number of reps players have
on the bench press. Scouts prefer
to look at the tape. The reality is
the workout warriors (see Mike
Mamula) in shorts don’t always
meet the expectations in pads.
Don’t believe it? Here are the top
five 40 times since 2000: Trindon Holliday, Jacoby Ford, Chris
Johnson, Darrius Heyward-Bey
and Demarcus Van Dyke.

7. FEEL-GOOD STORIES. Defensive lineman Walter Stewart
of Cincinnati and Georgia linebacker Jarvis Jones were told they
would have to give up football in
college after doctors discovered
congenital spinal conditions.
Both have been cleared to play
and hope to embark on NFL careers. Then there›s defensive back
D.J. Hayden, who tore a heart vein
in a practice collision in November and was rushed into surgery.
He›s now on verge of fulfilling a
lifelong dream.
8. QB QUANDARY. While
there is debate about who will be
the first quarterback taken this
year — Matt Barkley, Mike Glennon, Geno Smith or someone else
— few analysts believe there’s a
top-10 QB available.
9. SEC RULES. No conference
has been better at winning national championships over the
last decade and now the SEC’s
domination is carrying over to
the NFL. The SEC easily had the
highest number of players at thecombine (73), and could have the
highest total of first-round picks
in April, too, thanks in large part
to the contingents from Alabama
and LSU. The ACC had the second-most invites (43), with the
Pac-12 third (38).
10. GOING GLOBAL. American football is suddenly becoming a hit overseas, too. Players at
this year’scombine were born or
reared in the following countries:
Australia, England, Estonia, Ghana, Germany, Japan, Liberia and
Tonga. Not everyone believes
American football is a great
sport, as defensive lineman Magus Hunt, a native of Estonia, can
attest. But it›s a start for a league
that is trying to give its game a
global spin.

year’s NFL combine
Associated Press
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — Trevor Mbakwe had 21 points and 12
rebounds to help Minnesota take
down No. 1 Indiana 77-73 on Tuesday night, the seventh time the
top-ranked team in The Associated
Press› poll has lost a game this season.
Andre Hollins added 16 points
for the Gophers (19-9, 7-8 Big Ten),
who outrebounded Cody Zeller
and the Hoosiers by a whopping
44-30 and solidified their slipping
NCAA tournament case with an
emphatic performance against the
Big Ten leaders. The fans rushed the
court as the last seconds ticked off,
the first time that’s happened here
in years.
Zeller was held to nine points
with four turnovers for the Hoosiers
(24-4, 12-3), who have held the No. 1
ranking for 10 of 17 polls this season
including the last four. Victor Oladipo scored 16 points, but 14 of the 17
points by Jordan Hulls came before
halftime.
Mbakwe, a sixth-year senior,
posted his conference-leading seventh double-double. At 24 years old,
he was a man among boys in many
ways in this game, dominating both
ends of the court when the Gophers
needed him most. Minnesota had
23 offensive rebounds.
Elliott Eliason, who played every bit as well as Zeller, the slender
sophomore in the post for the visitors, scored seven straight points
for Minnesota to tie the game at 46
shortly after Oladipo’s reverse layup
had given the Hoosiers a 44-36 lead,
their biggest of the game.
Hollins, who missed eight of his
first nine shots, scraped off a high
screen by Eliason to pull up for a

3-pointer and give the Gophers a
51-48 lead underneath the 9-minute mark. Mbakwe got a rebound
to keep a key possession alive then
grabbed another board to set up
his off-balance bank shot for a 56-53
lead forMinnesota with 7:22 left.
Mbakwe was called for a loudly
questioned blocking foul, his fourth,
with 4:39 remaining on Zeller’s fastbreak layup that put the Hoosiers up
59-58. But Austin Hollins answered
with a pump-fake layup that drew
a foul for a three-point play and a 6159 lead for the Gophers.
Joe Coleman’s fast-break dunk
with 2:35 left lifted Minnesota to a
68-61 edge, enough of a cushion to
withstand a couple of 3-pointers by
Christian Watford and one by Hulls
in the closing minutes.
Mbakwe, who played for Indiana coach Tom Crean when they
were at Marquette in 2007-08, has had
some of his better games against the
Hoosiers. This was his best. He gave
the Gophers and their home crowd
a double-shot of energy early with 10
points in the first 6½ minutes, plus a
jarring block of Zeller’s inside shot
that knocked the 7-footer to the court.
Coach Tubby Smith took Mbakwe
out for a breather, though, and the
Hoosiers went on a 10-0 run capped
by another behind-the-arc swish
from Hulls.
Zeller, Indiana’s leading scorer and the second-best shooter in
the Big Ten behind Oladipo, was 0
for 4 from the field in the first half
with two turnovers, two fouls and
two points. Mbakwe picked up his
second foul when Oladipo drew
contact with 4:02 left before the
break and sat until the buzzer. The
Gophers scored only three points in
the last 7 minutes of the half.
Six weeks ago, this game looked
like one of the many marquee
matchups that have marked Big Ten
play this season, with a conference
as strong as it’s been in maybe decades. But while the Hoosiers kept
winning after their 88-81 hold-onat-the-end victory on Jan. 12 over
then-No. 8 Minnesota, the Gophers
sputtered.
Their half-court offense in particular has caused trouble, with an
inability to solve zone defenses and
a glaring lack of confidence, identity
or purpose on so many possessions
over the last few weeks. Their struggles were never more pronounced
than in their last two games, in
defeat by 21 points at Iowa and 26
points at Ohio State. Even on this
night, despite the significant improvement, they looked lost at times
when Mbakwe wasn’t on the court.
After being ranked in 11 straight
polls, the Gophers didn’t get one
vote this week.
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Mikolaj Caruk back in the game after surgery
Grady Higgins
Montana Kaimin
Two months ago, it was hard
for Mikolaj Caruk to envision
getting back into full form.
The junior tennis standout
from Warsaw, Poland, spent
his winter break away from the
court undergoing and recovering from hernia surgery, a process that restricts the amount
of work that can get done between the lines.
However, the two-time
all-conference performer didn’t
seem to miss a beat in his spring
season debut Feb. 16, dropping
only one game en route to landslide victories in both singles
and doubles against Southern
Utah.
For his efforts last week,
Caruk was named Big Sky Player of the Week, an honor that he
said he found surprising.
“It was great but seriously,
I completely didn’t expect it at
all,” Caruk said. “After recovering for two months and being
able to come back like that in
my first match really gives me
even more motivation moving
forward this semester.”
Caruk said that while receiving recognition for one’s play is
never a bad thing, it is far from
being his primary motivation.
“I’m not really aiming for
player of the week or any other award, I just really like to
focus on good tennis,” Caruk
said. “Not even winning really.
It’s always somewhere in your
head, always, but just giving
my whole heart and effort and
afterwards we’ll see the result.”
Such an approach has guided Caruk to twice as many

career wins as losses (34-17)
in singles and a 32-8 mark in
doubles. Caruk said he never
focused too much on doubles
before coming to college, but it
has grown on him since joining
forces with teammate Andrew
Warren.
“Before I came here, I really only focused on singles, but
I’m really finding it enjoyable,
especially playing with Andrew,” he said. “We just have
a really good communication
with each other.”
Warren said he and Caruk
are a bit of an odd couple and
that creates a dynamic that
works to their advantage.
“Miko and I are sort of a
strange pair because he’s a bigger guy who can be very emotional on the court and I’m kind
of a smaller guy who is more
internal,” Warren said. “But
our differences really seem to
pair well together.”
Warren described Caruk as
a guy who wears his heart on
his sleeve and that he can count
on having a sore hand after
playing a set with him.
“He can go a little crazy
sometimes, especially in practice. You know how he’s feeling, good or bad,” Warren said.
“There have been quite a few
instances of him slapping my
hand pretty hard on a high-five
after a good play or something
but you love the emotion he has
as a teammate.”
However, overcoming an injury and learning to play alongside a partner, were not nearly
as big as the 5,100-mile hurdle
that Caruk had to gap travelling from Warsaw to Missoula.
Caruk said that although

Thom Bridge/Montana Kaimin
Mikolaj Caruk trains Tuesday afternoon. A native of Warsaw, Poland, Caruk underwent hernia surgery over winter
break but managed to earn Big Sky Player of the Week in his spring season debut.

it was quite an adjustment at
first, he has really taken to life
in the U.S.
“I love it. I can’t really think
of anything bad to say about
it here,” Caruk said. “I mean
it would be better to be closer
to family and friends but I’ve
found my way to live here and
deal with everything.”
“The one thing that is still
weird for me is when I’m
(walking down the street), everyone is smiling at me and
trying to talk to me,” he said.
“It’s not that people are mean
and rude in Europe but it’s
just different culture. It was
kind of a shock that everyone
is so nice.”
Men’s tennis coach Kris
Nord, who has recruited a
number of international players in his tenure at Montana,
said that he has been impressed with Caruk’s ability

to acclimate to life in America.
“I think he’s handled it
very well,” Nord said. “Between the language, diet and
simple cultural differences,
it’s a lot to handle on top of
the fact that you can’t turn
around and go home at the
end of the day. He’s experienced some expected bumps
along the way but he’s done a
great job adjusting.”
Caruk said that having other foreign players on the team
was instrumental in reaching
a comfort zone while he is in
Missoula—especially having
former teammate David Cysneiros from Canada.
“David picked me up from
the airport when I first arrived
here and we just instantly
connected,” Caruk said. “We
didn’t just talk about tennis
but anything and everything
really. He’s definitely some-

one who helped me be comfortable here and I see him
as not only a friend but also a
mentor and someone I idolize
as well.”
Cysneiros currently plays
professionally in the Association of Tennis Professionals
and most recently played in
a tournament in Portugal on
Feb. 18.
Caruk, who is studying communications, said that when
his career at Montana is over,
he hopes to start a career in
public relations if playing professionally doesn’t work out.
“I definitely want to focus
on tennis and try to go pro after I’m done here,” he said. “But
outside of that I would love to
be a PR manager or something
like because I love working
with people and building relationships.”
grady.higgins@umontana.edu
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HUNKS
From page 4
hunk resumes boasted experience ranging from life-saving
volunteer firefighter and Abercrombie & Fitch modeling
to competing in the World’s
Strongest Man and a second-place finish in the Ironman triathlon.
Before each hunk performed
his solo showcase, the emcee
provided instructions on how
to tip, which begins with the
proverb, “The bigger the bill,
the bigger the thrill.” Sly delivery techniques included the
“make it rain,” which involved
ladies hurling money onto the
dance floor and the risqué classic, “Direct Deposit,” which
requires a lady to stuff cash
down the front of a performer’s
skivvies.
Each cast member had their
turn to dominate the lights,
accompanied by popular club
bangers, while the others
worked the crowd, smacking
butts and breaking hearts. The
emcee implored the crowd to
show their approval, chiding
them not to shout out “those
fake orgasm screams you give
your boyfriends at home.”
Various dance numbers
played with a gamut of archetypes: Hammer-wielding
construction workers and
strip-searching cops gave way

The Kaimin assumes no responsibility
for advertisements which are placed in
the Kiosk. We urge all readers to use
their best judgement and investigate
fully any offers of employment, investment or related topics before paying
out any money.
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Found young male reddish brown
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to pillaging pirates, cowboys,
firemen, and a navy pilot à
la Tom Cruise in Top Gun.
The more adventurous oglers
stuffed bills into ever expanding banana hammocks, while
others let the performers whip
them around like ragdolls.
Although most of the audience seemed pleased throughout the performance, nothing
compared to the frenzy that
ensued when the guys would
line up, backs to the crowd,
hands poised at their sides.
The audience knew what was
coming, but it didn’t stop them
from going bonkers when it
did. Five pairs of break-away
pants disappeared with a jerk,
and then “Bam!” Thong city.
Absolute chaos. Deafening
screams.
Staff members reminded a few spectators of the ‘no
touching’ policy. One member
of The Broadway security, Torey Wakeland, had to escort
two women out of the club for
getting too physical. “I think a
lot of guys are more familiar
with the rules of a strip club,
but some women don’t have
a lot of experience with this
kind of stuff,” said Wakeland,
who’s never worked an event
like HUNKS before. “A few
just don’t understand that you
can’t get carried away and that
you have to be respectful of the
guys.”

Despite the chaos, and the
occasional groping infraction,
there’s more to HUNKS The
Show than bulging muscles
and suggestive dance moves.
“Women come here for the
dancing and to have fun, but
it’s just one part of the fantasy,” said Diane Trebesch while
taking a short break from the

“Five pairs of break-away pants
disappeared with a jerk, and
then ‘Bam!’ Thong city. Absolute
chaos. Deafening screams.”
show. Trebesch, who’s happily
married, said getting dressed
up to the nines is part of the
fun. “They’re thinking, ‘I’m
going to be the one to get his
attention.’ They want to feel
like the most important person
in the room.”
Based on the dozens of
women willing to pay extra
cash to get time with their favorite guy, this is something
the guys at HUNKS The Show
understand. They would often
pretend to fight with each other over the right to dance with
a lady. One performer held a
woman in his arms and treated
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FOR RENT
Bitterroot Property Management
INC. "Renting to UM students
since 1980." 3 Blks to U-Private
studio $550 all utilities paid. 5
Blks to U-Modern 1 bedroom
$595+ utilities. 549-9631
www.rentbpm.com.

her to a dizzying trip of rolling
somersaults, flip moves, and
aerial lifts, somehow without
suffering injury, a feat in and
of itself.
After the show, which exceeded three hours, the cast
members collected in a private
room to dress and recuperate,
much like a band after an ex-

HELP WANTED
Require Extremely Talented
Artistic Designer to help develop
small prototype animal. I do not
need graphic artist. I need someone who can develop the physical
item. Please contact
wangugi@hotmail.com

hausting set. The road manager, who performs under the
stage name Vander St. James,
talked about the challenge of
getting proper exercise and
diet while on the road.
“We usually work out in
the morning, but it’s hard. If
we can get into the gym more
than three times, that’s a pretty good week,” he said, stuffing a backpack with clothes
and piles of cash. The five cast
members work completely off
the tips they earn throughout the show, while the venue
keeps the ticket sale revenue.
While they pack, anoth-

RATES
Student/Faculty/Staff
$1.50 per 5-word line/day
Off Campus
$1.40 per 5-word line/day

SERVICES
Reliable PC/laptop repair. Voted
best of Missoula 2012. Student
discounts! 136 E Broadway Computer Central 542-6540

er performer returned with a
blue, metal-snap-lined Superman shirt, apparently recovered from an over-eager fan.
“Women are always trying to
steal our clothes. But we pay
to have them specially made,
which is really expensive,” he
explained. The floor is piled
with thousands of dollars
worth of custom-made costumes. “It’s all part of being a
professional. Local guys will
just wear whatever they can
put together.”
The group will drive
through the night to their next
destination taking turns at the
wheel. Cast members perform
up to 300 shows a year. Despite
the exhausting schedule, St.
James, who served in the military, is happy with his job. “I
used to study molecular biology, if you can believe that,” he
said with a grin. “But I love the
problem-solving aspect of being a road manager. Each venue has a different lay-out, and
I love setting up the show for
each one.”
If things go as planned, St.
James will become very familiar with The Broadway over the
next year. They’ve been booked
to perform their version of an
all-male Vegas-style burlesque
show three more times in 2013.
christopher.allen@umontana.edu
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